Typically, the performance of swarm and evolutionary methods is assessed by comparing their results when applied to some known finite benchmarks. In general, these metaheuristics depend on many parameter values and many possible exchangeable sub-steps, which yields a huge number of possible algorithm configurations. In this paper we argue that this high setup versatility lets developers expressively tune the method, in an ad-hoc way, to the target inputs to be solved, and hence to those in the benchmark under consideration. However, this does not imply properly solving any other input not considered in the benchmark. Several subtle ways to support that tuning (which can be consciously noticed by the developer, but can also be unconscious) are presented and discussed in the paper. Besides, as a possible alternative to using known finite benchmarks, we discuss the pros and cons of using random input generators, and we illustrate how to use such generators in a specific problem, MAX-3SAT. A general protocol to support the fair development of comparisons of metaheuristics based on random input generators is presented.
Introduction
In many computational science problems, it is not only difficult to compute optimal solutions, but also to find good approximations. In these cases, metaheuristics are good choices to find reasonable solutions. In swarm and evolutionary optimization metaheuristics, simple entities iteratively construct a solution by interacting with each other according to some simple rules and local data [6, 7, 5, 13] . The standard method in the literature to assess the quality of metaheuristics consists in observing their performance when solving some known sets of problem instances (benchmarks). This way, the community can compare new proposed methods with old methods in terms of solutions quality, time performance, or stability for the same sets of library instances. Although fully checking a scientific hypothesis may trivially require infinite tests (and even this might not be enough [16] ), method comparisons based on known benchmarks are assumed to be robust and fair. Unfortunately, as we will argue in this paper, evolutionary and swarm methods are easily customizable, so much as to let developers make them (almost) perfectly fit into any finite set of inputs. This problem dramatically affects the utility of known finite benchmarks to compare metaheuristics with each other, as a good performance for some benchmark does not imply, by itself, a good algorithm performance for other instances, even for similar instances. We will discuss how easily metaheuristics can be customized to a particular benchmark, we will propose an alternative comparison method based on random input generation, and we will study its pros and cons compared to known finite benchmarks.
If we consider the original definition of some evolutionary or swarm metaheuristic, and also the subsequent variations of the same method proposed in the literature, then we observe that it has a handful of parameters and steps where many alternatives can be used. Let us suppose that we are setting up a genetic algorithm. We can set parameter values such as the mutation probability; we can choose among dozens of crossover methods proposed in the literature; or we can even choose our particular way to represent candidate solutions into chromosomes, among many other possibilities. Moreover, possibilities are not constrained to variations proposed in the literature: a researcher can use a new crossover method invented by him, just because he observes that it is good for the problem he is solving. Consequently, algorithm developers have an infinite set of alternative sub-methods and parameter values to select and adjust.
By properly combining these abundant choices, any generic algorithm can be converted into a completely ad-hoc solution to handle a specific set of finite inputs. This does not necessarily imply a fraudulent intention: it can just be the undesired result of the legitimate purpose of improving the algorithm when focusing too much on a particular set of inputs. A similar issue appeared in other areas, though it was properly tackled long ago. For instance, in machine learning, instances used during the training process are separated from the instances used to asses the quality of the results. On the contrary, in the optimization field, using the same benchmark for both steps is customary. It is known that this choice increases the risk of overfitting [9, 17, 15] to a very specific input. Hence, a metaheuristic can be over specialized for a specific set of instances by over-tuning it [3] .
We propose discarding comparisons based on known finite set of inputs, and replacing them by comparisons based on instances created by random input generators for the problem under consideration. Using a random input generator has got some drawbacks as well. As we will argue later, random input generators are necessarily biased to some extent. Moreover, comparing the performance of two metaheuristics might be less straightforward if a random input generator is used. Some examples and a simple experiment will illustrate these problems. Despite these drawbacks, we argue that random input generators are probably a better choice to provide a fair assessment of evolutionary and swarm metaheuristics. In addition, a simple protocol for guaranteing the fair usage of comparisons based on dynamic benchmark generators is proposed (basically, it is based on making random generators record and publicly show all benchmarks that have been served, and to whom).
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Next, we introduce our arguments against using finite fixed benchmarks, and we identify several methods to tune up an algorithm for a particular input or finite set of inputs. Then, in Section 3 we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using random input generators, we show how to use them in a specific example (MAX-3SAT), and we report experimental results. Our conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Tuning Parameters to fit into a given finite benchmark
Several researchers have warned against the risks of over-tuning, in particular to highlight the necessity of assessing the performance of algorithms with sets of instances different to those used before to tune up them (see e.g. Chapter 6.1.4. of [3] ). However, little has been said about how easy over-tuning can be if developers push hard to make their algorithms reach good results for specific benchmarks. In this section we show how the big variety of parameter values and step sub-methods can be used to make an evolutionary algorithm fit, in an ad-hoc manner, into a given finite set of inputs.
The determination of a metaheuristic designer to find competitive results can lead him to make choices that, in fact, adapt his algorithm to the specific benchmark inputs under consideration. Either consciously or just unconsciously (as the result of a mere try and fail procedure which actually awards good results in the same way as metaheuristics do), designers can tend to make many choices to adapt their methods to the specific benchmarks under consideration, for instance in the following ways:
Way (a): Rules that modify the entities of the metaheuristic from each iteration to the next one could favor those transformations which specifically make the method skip many local optima. In particular, transformations could make candidate solutions skip, more or less, the distance needed to move from these local optima to near higher values, thus skipping the local valleys that make these values be local optima. Note that these distances are completely particular for each instance.
For instance, let us suppose that we want to adapt the mutation and crossover parameters of a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [5] to make it solve efficiently some given instance or instances. Specific values of these parameters could make the GA tend to change, at each algorithm iteration, current solutions by new solutions whose distance to older solutions is, with some slightly higher probability, similar to the most usual distance letting escape from local optima and reach some nearby better solutions. Since these distances are specific for the problem instance or instances under consideration, these parameters could be useless to efficiently solve other instances.
Way (b): Rules could subtly make solutions evolve towards some predefined values which, in particular, coincide with the optimal solutions or are near to them.
For instance, let us consider an optimization problem defined in such a way that the optimal solution is at point0 = (0, . . . , 0). The arithmetic of transformation rules could make these rules be slightly biased towards approaching all components of solutions to 0. In this case, the performance of the method would be good for optimizing functions having the optimal point at0 or near to it. Let us suppose that our space solutions is [−d, d] n . If initial solutions are randomly generated in this space and all points are given the same likeliness to be chosen, then the center of mass of all points will very likely be near point0. This could make a swarm algorithm such as Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [8, 14] or an evolutionary algorithm such as GA be biased towards generating more subsequent solutions near0 (regardless of any other additional consideration like the fitness).
For instance, let us consider a GA crossover operator where each dimension of a child solution can be given the value of that dimension of some of the parents, but it can also be computed as the (perhaps fitness-weighted) average of the value for both parents. The latter choice naturally makes children tend to the center of mass of its parents, so ultimately the whole GA would be biased towards the center of mass of all initial solutions. Similarly, the mutation operator could also be used to introduce this kind of bias as well. Note that we can define the mutation operator in such a way that it adds a constant (positive or negative) amount to the value of some dimension, but we can also define it in such a way that the value is multiplied by some value slightly greater or lower than 1. In this case, the mere application of the mutation operator will produce values which are closer to0 with a higher likelihood than values distant to0. In the particular case where the optimal value is0 indeed, this kind of biased operators could increase the capability of the algorithm to find good solutions in a completely ad-hoc way. Other (more complex) operators could be defined to make algorithms subtly tend towards any other target point in the solutions space.
Way (c): The codification of candidate solutions into the method (e.g. chromosomes in a genetic algorithm) could be particularly appropriate for dealing with some given problem instances. Moreover, it could favor (or be against) the kind of behaviors mentioned in (a) and (b).
For instance, let us suppose that we wish to solve a given optimization problem with a GA and we measure, for any pair of dimensions of the solutions space, whether these two dimensions are coupled in terms of fitness, i.e. whether changing only one of them, and keeping the rest of dimension values, typically provides very different fitness values. If they do, then making both values be inherited together into children solutions most of times is probably a good idea. Let us suppose that a single-point crossover strategy is used in the GA. If we put both coupled dimensions near in the chromosome representation, then crossover points will rarely be chosen between both dimensions, and thus they will unlikely be separated by crossover operations. Note that ordering the dimensions of chromosomes in terms of this criterion is a very time consuming task. In order to accurately assess the coupling status for most pairs of dimensions, a very high number of points has to be checked all along the solution space -probably more than all points checked by a GA itself during its whole execution. Hence, exhaustively checking the dimensional coupling before executing the method may lead to an unfair method assessment if we do not account the computation time of that task in the overall computation time of the GA. If we are not interested in solving a problem itself but we want to find the perfect representation of chromosomes for solving some problem instances with a GA, then the effort would be worth. Yet this kind of perfect customization shows nothing about the capability of the GA to find solutions in general -provided that we do not want the algorithm setup phase take a much longer time than the algorithm itself, which is the case when we are more interested in the solutions than in showing how the method can reach good solutions.
The previous problem applies to other evolutionary and swarm methods. Let us suppose that a method is perfectly customized by running a pre-processing phase which requires to exhaustively check a significant part of all points in the solution space. Then the observed performance of the method for these cases is irrelevant, as these prohibitive pre-processing phases could dramatically improve the method performance for the particular instances we wish to solve (but they would be completely useless for other instances).
In addition to the problems (a), (b), and (c), many other ways to adapt a method to a given benchmark could be used. Regardless of the chosen way to customize a method to some given set of instances, note that this task is much easier if the designer considers the possibility of using a different suite of parameter values and sub-steps for each instance, as constructing a perfect independent customization for each particular case would be easier. However, if each of these customizations for each single instance requires a long try and fail research by the designer, then any good results of the method for these instances would be irrelevant. Even having to run the method just twice to set up the parameters and sub-steps would pervert the interest of the results if that additional execution time to find good parameters is not counted -but a good time consumption is indeed a goal of the method. Any human or automatic pre-processing effort should be added to the total execution time. 1 Now, let us suppose that the designer wants to find a fixed set of parameter values and procedure sub-steps that make his algorithm work fine for all instances of some given finite benchmark. Note that this task can be done by using self-adaptation techniques [1] or we could apply a metaheuristic, or we could even work with hyper-heuristics (see e.g. [4] ). That is, given some set of available choices, we could run an evolutionary or swarm method to automatically select those parameter values and sub-methods that maximize the number of instances of the considered benchmark whose optimal solution is found, or minimize the sum of distances to the optimal solutions, or optimize other similar metric. Let us remark that, even if these parameter values and sub-methods are found in this way, there is no guarantee that they will also be good for all possible input instances, in particular those not in the benchmark. Alternatively, rather than running the method independently for each instance of the benchmark and trying to find a set of parameter values and sub-methods which globally work reasonably well for (most of) instances, we could create a kind of single composite instance from the original instances of the benchmark by considering the (single) problem of maximizing the addition of fitness values of all of these instances.
Note that the previous idea requires a refinement. Let us suppose that some point in the solutions space has under-the-average fitness values for several instances but a high fitness for another instance. These values could compensate each other in such a way that the fitness of that point for the composite instance is just average. However, we want to create a single composite instance where most of local and global optima from the original instances are so at the composite instance as well. Note that, if they are so indeed, then finding good parameter values and sub-methods for the composite instance could imply finding good parameters and sub-methods for escaping from typical local optima for most of the considered instances, as the hardness of the composite instance would comprise the hardness of all particular instances. Hence, if a point has a high fitness for some instance, then this point should also have some high fitness in the composite instance. This can be achieved if we raise the weight of that instance in the computation of the fitness of that point for the composite instance. In particular, rather than using the addition of fitness values, we may consider the addition of the k-th power of these fitness values, for some k ∈ IR with k > 1. Assuming that all fitness values are higher than 1, this modification naturally increases the relative weight of particularly high values in the composite instance. Moreover, in order to give all original instances the same importance, we can use different exponents k i for each instance I i , in such a way that all global optima from all instances have the same (high) value in the composite instance.
More generally, let us consider the difficulty of finding a set of parameter values and substeps such that some method works fine when we use these fixed values and sub-steps for all (or most of) instances from a given known benchmark. We could argue that the difficulty of this task strongly increases with the number of instances in the benchmark. However, note that the number of available parameter values and possible sub-steps to play with is arbitrarily high. On the one hand, parameter values typically range over infinite domains (rationals or reals) and, moreover, researchers can arbitrarily add new parameters to have a deeper control of different aspects of the algorithm. On the other hand, for any well known evolutionary or swarm algorithm, there exist in the literature dozens of variants and alternative schemes which provide researchers with a handful of choices for each sub-step of the algorithm (for instance, as mentioned earlier, there exist many ways to implement the crossover step of a GA). Moreover, a researcher can develop his own sub-step variants for fitting better his particular goals, and typically these variants are considered as an original contribution rather than as an ad-hoc customization. Thus, we can argue that the number of available parameter values and available sub-steps can scale up as much as the number of instances in the benchmark -because we can extend the former arbitrarily, as much as needed. That is, a researcher has an arbitrarily high capability to customize a method for any given finite set of instances. ϕ := ; //ϕ is the propositional formula under construction. S := {p 0 }; //S is the set of proposition symbols. We will use at least one. for i:=1 to 2 do if (random choice with probability p) add a fresh symbol to S; create random 3-clause c giving all symbols in S the same prob.Literals negated with prob 0.5; ϕ := ϕ ∧ c; while (random choice with probability q) for i:=1 to 3 do if (random choice with probability p) add a fresh symbol to S; create random 3-clause c giving all symbols in S the same prob.Literals negated prob 0.5; ϕ := ϕ ∧ c; return ϕ; Figure 1 : Random input generator A for MAX-3SAT.
Random input generation
Next we study the usage of random input generators for assessing the performance of metaheuristics. Let us suppose that we have designed a new method M 2 and we wish to compare its performance with that of some previously known method M 1 . Instead of assessing M 2 by running it for the finite benchmark that was used in the past to collect the reported results of M 1 , we propose comparing them by considering their results for (different) sets of inputs independently generated by the same random input generator. That is, we do not assess the interest of M 2 by running it for the same fixed benchmark as that originally used in the literature to illustrate the performance of M 1 . Instead, we show the interest of M 2 by running the same random input generator as that originally used to construct the benchmark used to assess M 1 when it was firstly proposed, and then the new set of instances generated by that generator is used to evaluate M 2 and compare it with M 1 . In this way, we could provide a fair comparison between M 1 and M 2 in such a way that the benchmark for M 2 is not known in advance.
The previous scheme raises several questions. First, we could argue that researchers claiming to have followed it could, in fact, firstly run the random input generator and next tune up their algorithms for the generated benchmark. Moreover, researchers could say that their benchmarks were randomly generated, but in fact they could be manually designed ones. In order to cope with these problems, we propose a simple protocol for random benchmark generation. For many popular problems (3-SAT, TSP, 0/1 Knapsack, etc), the corresponding random benchmarks generator should be hosted in a public web. Each time a researcher asks for a benchmark in the site, the researcher must provide his name and the executable program the researcher is intended to use later for solving the instances of the requested benchmark. Next, the generator produces the benchmark and records the following information in a public file: name of the researcher, the program file he is intended to run, the benchmark returned to the researcher, and the date and hour of the request. By publicly showing these data on the site, any reader of a paper where this researcher reports his results can check those data and (i) know that the researcher did not know the benchmark before he fixed his optimization program; (ii) repeat the experiments and check whether the researcher used the submitted program and the returned benchmark indeed; and (iii) check whether the researcher only asked for one benchmark, rather than asking for several ones until one was good for his algorithm. Note that the web does not need to execute the program of the researcher for the benchmark, it just needs to publicly store it. Let us discuss the pros and cons of this alternative.
The previous argument (ii) shows that this protocol enables the reproducibility of experiments. However, one could argue that the step of randomly selecting the benchmark is part of the experiment itself and cannot be reproduced due to its random nature. Let us remark that the broader notion of reproducibility does not imply using exactly the same instances. Following the ideas presented in Principle 6 of [11] , the main point behind reproducibility in science is that different researchers, applying similar techniques to similar data and using similar tools, can obtain the same conclusions. In our case, by using similar but different input instances of the same problem, different researchers should be able to obtain the same conclusions. In particular, note that benchmarks obtained from the same random generator should lead to analogous average performance results, particularly for large enough benchmarks, as we will discuss later.
The second difficulty of using random input generators is that any random input generator will be biased, in the sense that it will tend to construct inputs of some form with higher probability than others. This problem is impossible to avoid, as it is not possible to give all possible inputs the same probability of being generated, since the set of possible inputs is generally infinite. Moreover, since some bias is unavoidable, any random generator will give higher probability to smaller inputs in general, because providing a consistent bias towards bigger inputs is impossible (as their size is not constrained in general). 2 However, handling some known bias over the complete set of possible inputs will provide a less biased comparison than if we just consider some finite set of inputs. Note that creating an ad-hoc solution to take advantage of some probabilistic bias over an infinite domain is harder than creating an ad-hoc solution for handling some finite set, which is a kind of extremely biased case indeed (as a few inputs are considered with 1 probability, whereas the rest have 0 probability).
In order to illustrate this issue, let us formally define the notion of random input generator. An example is introduced next. Given a non-deterministic program P with no input and outputs over D, we say that P is a random generator producing D with p if, for all d ∈ D, the probability that P produces d is p(d). We say that P is complete if for all d ∈ D we have p(d) > 0. Example 1. Let us consider the MAX-3SAT problem, defined as follows: given a propositional logic formula expressed in conjunctive normal form (CNF) with clauses of three literals, find a valuation of propositional symbols maximizing the number of holding clauses. We propose two random generators producing suitable inputs for that problem (the interested reader can find many random generators for SAT, for instance in [10] ).
Generator A, depicted in Figure 1 , randomly constructs a propositional formula ϕ by iteratively deciding whether an additional clause is added. If so, then up to three new symbols can be added to the set of available symbols, and next a new clause is added. On the other hand, generator B, shown in Figure 2 , initially constructs a kind of skeleton of ϕ where blanks appear at all locations where a propositional symbol should be. Next, a set of propositional symbols are created, and finally they are assigned to blanks in the formula. The probability of adding a new propositional symbol and a new clause are p and q, respectively, at the corresponding steps of both generators.
It is easy to see that both generators are complete, that is, they have a non-null probability of generating any possible 3-CNF instance. However, for each generator, probabilities p and q can be picked in such a way that the generator probabilistically tends to produce very different kinds of instances. For instance, if we pick these values in such a way that the ratio between ϕ := ; //ϕ is the propositional formula under construction. S := {p 0 }; //S is the set of proposition symbols. We will use at least one. while (random choice with probability q) create random 3-clause c but leave blanks at symbol locations.Literals negated with prob 0.5; ϕ := ϕ ∧ c; for i:=1 to 3 * number of clauses in ϕ -1 do if (random choice with probability p) add a fresh symbol to S; for all blanks in ϕ do assign a random propositional symbol from S to the blank; return ϕ; Figure 2 : Random input generator B for MAX-3SAT.
the number of clauses and the number of propositional symbols is low in the generated formula ϕ, then ϕ will be easily satisfiable. 3 Moreover, if many valuations satisfy the actual maximum number of clauses which can be simultaneously satisfied (in particular, all of them), then a GA will very probably reach optimal solutions. Thus, any of the previous generators can probabilistically tend to produce generally easy instances, or generally hard instances, depending on the values of p and q. There is also an important difference between generator A and generator B. Note that propositional symbols created by generator A during its first steps tend to appear more often along ϕ clauses than the last added symbols. On the contrary, all symbols have the same likelihood in formulas produced by generator B. As we will observe later in Section 3.1, fulfilling many clauses simultaneously will be easier in formulas generated by B than in formulas generated by A.
Still, knowing and controlling the (unavoidable) bias of a given complete random input generator will provide less biased comparisons than if we use a given known finite benchmark, which is completely biased towards a tiny part of the whole input domain. Note that any finite set of inputs constitutes a 0 proportion of the whole infinite input domain, and thus comparing methods in terms of known finite sets lets designers easily tune their algorithms for these particular inputs.
The third difficulty of using random input generators is that comparing the performance of two methods is less straightforward. Let us suppose that we want to show that our method M 2 is better than some previously known method M 1 . We could either focus on experimenting only with M 2 and comparing our results with old known results for M 1 , or we could make new experiments for both M 2 and M 1 . In the latter case, we could use the generator to randomly create some suitable inputs, and next use both M 1 and M 2 to solve the same inputs in order to show that M 2 is better than M 1 . In order to be sure that we do not tune up M 2 after the benchmark is fixed, the web based protocol mentioned before could be followed. However, if we can trust previous reported experimental results on M 1 (as it should ideally be), it would be preferable focusing on performing new experiments only for M 2 and comparing both results afterwards, as repeating experiments for M 1 could be a very time-consuming task. Note that we cannot use the same benchmark as that used in the past for M 1 because it would let us over-tune M 1 . On the contrary, providing a fair comparison in this case requires running the same generator used in the past to generate the benchmark for M 1 , this time to create the set of instances for M 2 , and next comparing old results for M 1 and new results for M 2 in terms of their respective performance for these different sets of inputs. Note that both sets could include inputs of different sizes. We know that this comparison is fair because the same rule produces the inputs for both methods, although statistically removing the discriminating effect produced by using different sets could require both sets to be big. We may also consider this alternative: we run the generator for constructing the inputs of M 1 , and next we require the generator to produce random inputs of the same size as those included in the former set, in order to construct the inputs of M 2 .
Example 2. Let us suppose that we want to compare two MAX-3SAT solvers M 1 and M 2 .
We assume that we have experimental results of the performance of M 1 for some random benchmark set X produced by one of the generators given in Example 1 (say A). Let p and q be the probabilities used in the generation of X. We compare methods M 1 and M 2 as follows. We modify the code of generator A, replacing any if statement over a random choice with probability p by a deterministic if statement checking whether the size of ϕ has not reached a given size s yet; if so, then we do the same as in the original code when we took the random choice with probability p. Next, for each input in x ∈ X, we run that modified generator to randomly produce an input x of the same size of x. Let X be the resulting set of new inputs. Finally, we run method M 2 for benchmark X and we compare its performance with the performance of M 1 for benchmark X. Note that the size of an input might not be the most determinant aspect affecting the difficulty of solving it. Thus, other similar factors could be considered (together or independently) to make X have inputs of similar difficulty as those of X.
If we compare this approach with independently generating the set of inputs for M 1 and M 2 with the (original) generator A, we have the advantage that we can use smaller benchmarks, as both sets should have a similar difficulty even if they are small. However, a drawback is that designers could use their own definition of size or difficulty to match their particular necessities to show that M 2 is better than M 1 .
Experiments
In this section we report some experiments where we solved MAX-3SAT instances generated by running the random input generators A and B. These experiments let us observe the effect of several generation choices on results. Our simple implementations of these generators write the generated 3-CNF formulas into a file, so that this file can be used later as input of a MAX-3SAT solver. For each generator, instances were solved with different values of parameters p and q. Expressed as percentages, the value of p ranged between 1 and 15, whereas we set q = 99 to generate instances of around one hundred clauses. We generated 1000 instances with both generators for each pair of values p and q. Once the problem instances were created, a standard genetic algorithm (GA) was applied to solve them. Let us describe this GA. Each solution (chromosome) is codified as an array of boolean values where each position represents the value of a propositional symbol. First, the GA produces an initial random population where each position in the array is set to true or false in a random manner. Next a new population is generated, and a tournament method is used in order to choose the next generation. In this tournament, the old population is faced with the new one, and those individuals with better fitness are selected for the next generation. The fitness in the algorithm is equal to the number of clauses satisfied in the formula. Each new population is created by breeding pairs of individuals (where those whose fitness is greater are selected with higher probability) and by mutating them. In the breeding process, for each new individual we randomly choose which parent each array position is inherited from. The GA was run 10 times for each instance problem with the following parameters: 500 generations were produced, the population size was set to 20, and the crossover and mutation probability were set to 80% and 0.5% respectively.
In the experimental results given in Table 1 , we show the algorithm selected to generate the Assessing metaheuristics Rabanal, Rodríguez and Rubio instances in each case (Generator column); the probability p used for creating new propositional symbols (% new var column) in the corresponding random input generator; the average number of variables (Variables) and the average number of clauses (Clauses) in the sets of formulas created by the generators; and the mean of the percentage of optimality (% optimality) achieved by the GA when solving them. In order to compute this percentage of optimality, we divided the number of clauses satisfied by the total number of clauses of the formula, and multiplied the result by 100.
We observe that the form of generated instances significantly influences results. First let us note that, when the probability of creating new variables (p) is increased, we obtain better percentages of optimality, as the ratio between clauses and propositional symbols decreases (as mentioned earlier, this is known to improve the satisfiability of the formula, see [12] ). Besides, if we compare our two generators A and B, then we observe that generator B creates easier problem instances than generator A: when the parameters p and q of both generators coincide, solutions found by the GA for generator B are about 1% better in all cases. Let us remark that these results are influenced not only by the maximum number of clauses each formula lets to simultaneously satisfy but, more interestingly, by the particular capability of our GA to satisfy many clauses for formulas having these particular forms. We conclude that homogeneously distributing all used propositional symbols along all clauses generally produces instances where satisfying more clauses is easier for our GA. Note that this difference is consistently observed even in cases when the average formula length (i.e. the number of clauses) of formulas generated by B was higher (which actually can be observed in the rows of Table 1 where p is, respectively, 2.5 and 10 and, to a lesser extent, 15). This illustrates that, even when the same values of p and q are used, the size of formulas is not the most significant difficulty aspect. Moreover, it supports our idea that, in practice, the performance of two metaheuristics M 1 and M 2 can be fairly compared by running them for two different sets of instances independently generated by the same generator, even if the average size of instances in each set is (slightly) different.
Let us present a second experiment. In order to assess the usefulness of using generators for fairly comparing different methods, results for different benchmarks constructed by the same generators should have similar performance when using the same configuration in the generator. In particular, if a new algorithm is to be compared with other algorithms by using the same generator and configuration, but with different instances, the performance results of each algorithm should not be significatively influenced by the specific instances under use. Otherwise, the comparison would not be fair.
We perform the following experiment. For each of the two generators presented before, and for each of the configurations shown in Table 1 , we created several sets of random instances. First, we start creating 20 small sets of size 10 (that is, we create 20 random benchmarks, each of them with 10 random problems), and we ran our GA 10 times for each instance of these benchmarks, computing the average results obtained by the GA for each instance. Then, we compare the results obtained by each of the 20 benchmarks, computing the standard deviation. By doing so, we check whether the obtained results significantly depend on the specific random benchmark under use or not. After that, we repeat the same process but creating 20 benchmarks of increasingly larger sizes. In Table 2 we show the standard deviation obtained for each case when we consider random benchmarks of different sizes. It can be seen that the deviation is quite small in most cases. Hence, even though the benchmarks are somehow random, the results are basically the same provided that the size of the benchmark is not too small. In particular, in our case we could safely use a random benchmark of size 50.
Conclusions
We have argued against the usage of known finite benchmarks to compare the performance of metaheuristics. Our argument is that these methods support a huge set of parameter values and sub-steps which provide enough versatility to tune up the method to the particular inputs to be solved. As an alternative, we have described the pros and cons of using random input generators, and we have discussed how they should be applied. We have introduced specific algorithms to generate these inputs for a well-known NP-hard problem, namely MAX-3SAT, and we have reported some experimental results. Our experiments, with two different random input generators for MAX-3SAT, show that results do not significantly vary when using different instances of the same generator. Hence, random generators can be safely used provided that a minimum number of instances is used to guarantee statistically significant results.
